April 22, 2013

Dear OPRA Market Data Multicast Recipient:

Due to some OPRA Data Recipients requiring additional test time, the implementation of the move from OPRA FAST to Binary formats has been rescheduled from May 6, 2013, to July 22, 2013. A final verification check of the new binary formats over 48 multicast lines will take place on Saturday, July 20 2013. As a reminder, on July 22, only binary formats will be disseminated; however, Data Recipients should handle both formats in the event OPRA is required to revert to the OPRA FAST formats.

Binary data testing continued to be available via Multicast Lines 3 and 4 during production hours, as well as Tuesday and Thursday evenings.

To test either Tuesday/Thursday evenings or for the Saturday July 20 final verification, please register in the following way:

1. Email your name and number to CQS-CTS-OPRA@siac.com
2. Contact the SIAC Service Desk at 866-873-7422

Indirect Data Recipients should contact their Service Provider for testing.

Information on the move from OPRA FAST to Binary formats is located on the OPRA website, www.opradata.com.

Regards,

OPRA, LLC